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Professor Fran kl in Denied Reappointment 
The Opinion 
77 West Eagle Street 
Buffalo, New York 14202 
DPINIDN 
Volume 13 Number8 StateUniversit ofNewYorkatBulfaloSchoolofLaw 
by John Levi 
The students and faculties of the 
schools of Law and Jurisprudence 
and Social Sciences were stunned 
when word came f;om Albany in the 
last week of February that Professor 
Mitchell Franklin will not be 
reappointed for the school year 
1973- 4. Until word was received 
from G . B·ruce Dearing, Vice 
Chancellor for Academic Programs, 
that the petition of the Department 
of Philosophy for waiver of 
mandatory retirement had been 
denied, it was thought that there 
would be little trouble in getting 
waiver from the Board of Trustees. 
Professor Franklin is generally 
recognized as a leader in the fields of 
Roman and civil law, Marxist and 
Hegelian philosophy, and legal 
philosophy, and, according to 
Professor Peter Hare, chairman of 
the Philosophy Department, he 
carried one of the heaviest loads in 
the entire University, with classes in 
the Department of Philosphy and the 
Law School, .independent studies 
with numerous students, and as a 
.member of fifteen M.A. and Ph.D. 
committees. 
Despite his scholarly stature and 
Indians' Rights Lawyer $peaks 
- B•l t. ng
Jelnick 
by Kay Wigtil · 
The most recent speaker at the 
Distinguished Visit.ors Forum was 
Don Jelnick, a civil rights attorney 
from San Francisco. He spoke on 
the story of the 18-month Indian 
seizure of Alcatraz in 1969 1 which 
he described as u the beginning of 
the militant Indian movement." 
Throughout 'the narrative, Mr. 
Jelnick emphasized the Indian 
outlook an their situation today~ 
During the '60's; Mr. Jelnick 
worked with the Civil Rights 
move~ent in Alabama ' and 
Mississippi, and defended Marlin 
Luther King and Stokely 
Carmichael, among others. He was 
the attorney for the Indians who 
seized Alcatraz in I 969. His 
experience in legal strategy and 
coordination may result in his 
appointment as Legal Coordinator 
of the Attica Defense Committee. 
This possibility was the reason for 
his five-day visit to western New 
York, during which he met with 
members of the Attica Defense 
Committee and with indicted 
prisoners in Erie County J~il. He 
was introduced by Sue Silber, a 
student working with the Attica 
Defense , who was responsible for 
Mr. Jelnick's visit. 
Mr. Jelnick traced the events 
which led to the Alcatraz 
incident, noting the imp3ct of the 
federal government's program 
which attempted to assimilate 
Indians into American culture and 
make them what he ca lled 
" full -fledged impoverished 
Americans." After the Indians 
seized the island , some 2,000 or 
more came to join them . Jelnick 
emphasized the ·quality of the 
society that formed , which had a 
court, police force, and 
decision-making body . He noted 
th ·at the s ympathy and 
cooperation of the people of San 
Francisco helped the Indians to 
remain on the island in spite of 
government blockades and the 
shut-off of electricity and water 
supplies. 
"The battle to hold the island 
became a moral war , since ·the 
_government could not penetrate 
the community suppor.t or the 
determination of the Indians." 
Jelnick's description of the 
negotiations between the Indians 
and the federal government 
re v e a I e d t h e g r owing 
consciousness of the Indians, and 
their resulting resistance to any 
offers the government made . He 
described ho.w he found himself 
t h e m a n. y f a v o r a b I e 
recommendations which 
accompanied his waiver request, 
including statements from Provost 
Schwartz and President• Ketter, 
Professor Franklin will not be 
reap po in led. The reasons for this 
action lie in a memo sent to 
Presidents of the SUNY campuses in 
December, before Professor 
Franklin's case was forwarded to 
Albany. At that time, the 
Chancellor, citing the dearth of 
employment opportunities in higher 
education and the necessity of 
creating as' many positions as 
possiblei _requested that reductions 
be ntade in the application for 
waivers of mandatory retirement, 
except for "absolutely compellirrg 
circumstances" in which a "unique 
and essential· con.tribution" could. be . . possibility that he wi ll be rehired. In - L•vl 
made. Pursuant to this memo, the · the absence of a new communication Franklin 
Academic Affairs Council •(AAC) or' from Albany, there is no indication 
SUNY /Buffalo created criteria under that his -prognosis is incorr~ct. letter campaign from interested 
which waiver applications woul,d be Students in the Law School, Jed s tudents will influence the 
considered. These criteria include by Terry Di Filippo, who is also a Administration at SUNY /Central. 
unanticipated departmental needs graduate student in the Philosophy But it seems that Albany intends to 
arising from "non-projectable Department, are currently meeting enforce rigidly its policy of 
personnel losses, e.g., death, with University officials and writing mandatory retirement at age 70. 
resignation , illness, or short notice letters and petitions in attempts to Despite continuing acad.emic vit~ity 
by another faculty member of his reverse the decision on Professor and contribution, Mitchell Franklin 
intention to retire prior to age 70," Franklin. They hope that a massive will not teach next year. Unless . .. 
growing further and further apart 
from them as Uiey grew .as 
Indians, and ho--: this growth 
affected the outside community's 
.outlook toward ln~ians as a 
separate culture. 
.. Young Indians have a suicide 
rate ten times higher than the 
national average, as a restilt of a 
lack of belief in themselves." 
Jelnick emphasized the impact of 
the schools that were set up at 
Alcatraz, to teach Indian history 
and culture as part of the process 
that changed this self-image. This , 
he said, was the most significant 
accomplishment of the entire 
undertaking, and has laid the 
ground for future actions, such as 
the takeover of Wounded Knee. 
However , he said, . the foreign 
press was interested in an entirely 
different aspect of lhe seige. This 
was the taking and holding of land 
belo)lging to the United States 
government - Alcatraz had 
declared its independence, and 
was , in effect, no longer part of 
the United States. Embarrassment 
over this fact finally led the 
government to invade the is.land 
after it had indicated to Mr. 
Jelnick that a breakthrough in 
negotiations was imminent. As a 
result of this 'deception. the 
Indians were caught • unprepared 
and defensele~, and so were 
driven off the island . 
Later, three Indians were 
indicted for selling copper from 
electrical' wires, though Jelnick 
asserted that the only dishonesty 
. that took place was the selling of 
toilet seats as Al Capone's to aides 
of government negotiators. 
and require a showing that the need 
"cannot reasonably be filled except 
by waiver of the mandatory 
retirement rule." 
Subsequent to the approval of 
these guidelines by "Bernard 
Gelbaum , Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, the President's 
office forwarded to Albany a 
recommendation for waiver. Within 
two weeks the unfavorable reply 
from Vice Chancellor Dearing came 
back. 
In a meeting last week with 
members of the SBA and the GSA, 
President Ketter said that he will go 
forward again to Albany with a 
favorable recommendation for 
Professor Franklin's case. However, 
Executive Vice President Albert 
Somit has declared that there is no 
Thomas Speaks on Title VII 
by Dianne Graebner 
Thomas ··B•llln~ 
William H. Thomas, regional 
civil rights dire·ctor from Atlanta. 
explained the use of employer 
"'goals" over " quotas" as he 
described the workings of his 
division 's affirmative action 
program March I .at the 
Distinguished Visitors Forum. 
Mr. Thomas, who supervises a 
division of 60 persons - not big 
enough but still growing, he sa id 
- noted that his Office for Civil 
Rights (under HEW) handles Civil 
Rights Act programs under Title 
VII for public schools, health, 
welfare and other programs, as 
well as the compliance of federal 
contractors where the federal 
government gives grants in areas 
of insurance medicine , law, 
e d u c a t i o n , n o n p r o f i t 
organizations and certain state 
and local governments. 
Affirmative aCtio'n, said Mr. 
Thomas, includes "efforts that are 
made that all of us 'fight fair.' .. 
The principles are uequally 
applicable to women. A lot of 
Buffalo, N.Y. 
Permit No. 708 
· March 15, (CJ73 
people still believe women's place 
is in the home - after she gets 
home from work." There are 
more underutilized minority 
females than similarly situation 
white females who will benefit 
from affirmative action, he said. 
· Citing unemployment statistics 
for the past few years, Mr. 
Thomas made the point that 
unemployment rates are not just 
the consequence of past 
discrimination. The recent rate for 
white tennagers was 15. 1 %, for 
minority teenagers 31. 7%. Thirty 
per cent of minorities live in 
poverty, while 8% of· whites do, 
he added. 
Som e of the barriers to 
affirmative action are employers 
and unions who rely on 
word -of-mouth references for 
work, recruitment by employers 
mainly• at schools and colleges 
with predominately non-minority 
and male enrollment, rules against 
married women and pregnant 
women, and job qualifications not 
substantially related to job 
requirements...Tests that are used 
to exclude are discriminatory," he 
said. 
The Civil Rights Office under 
HEW works with employers who 
make up their own' affirmative 
action plans , goals and 
time-table s . The goals, he 
emphasized, may include a 
percentage of minorities to whiles 
" that is not the same as in the 
,community." A minority's 
percentage in the community, 
according to the Howard 
· University Law School gradu3te, 
is considered along with the 
qualifications, skiUs and ti'aining 
cont. to page six 
a e two March 15 1973THE OPINION 
Editorial '"fo the Editor 
Efforts at Communication from teaching about the Constitution when they
To the Editor: fTh e Administration has recently gone lo some lengths He)' Ot to. rm i::onfused. You condemn a host o hold beliefs opposed to Constitutional principles. 
lo se t up coffee hours for the various law school committees, ""ismsi• b1?i:: ause they impinge on per~nal fr~edom, It is an interest ing issue and I don't know why 
lo which s tudents are invited. Such meetings provide an yet you would deny Professor Franklin the nght to the mystery writer avoided it , unless he/she knows 
opportunity for student input, student information, and express his philosophy: yo.u summon the power of he/she is wrong. If the writer or his/her comrades do 
inte raction among fa culty, administration and students. the Stale 10 silence Frankh!1 , but you seem .to r~~el choose to address the issue , they might first pause to 
in 1he use of your own forum 111 a quas1~off1c1al ask themselves about First Amendment rights inNeedless to say, this opportunity is be ing missed by nearly 
countries whCre dictators of Professor FrankJin's everyone. Eve n the people who complain bitte rly and newspaper. . . . 
Many of us see as little of value m his tdeas as persuasion reign.
frequently that they can't get any informa tion out of the we do in yours. but we acknowledge that each of O1/o Matsch_Administration, that they don ' t understand why a certain you has a right 10 express himself. Even t~ou~ you To the Editor: 
thing is being done, that if o nly someone would listen t.o arc both subsidized by a coerced contnbut1on of It 's the fourth week in March already and we 
their analyses, ideas, solutions . .. even those people don t some sort , you serve a va luable function by haven't had a party yet this semester. How come? 
show. presenting divergent viewpoints and stimulating I have been told that the SBA appropriated a 
This lack of interest is reminiscent of last year's effo rts discussion, rational or otherwise. considerable sum of money for small wine and 
by the Appointments Committee to insure student input by Thus, I can't help but wonder , Otto, what are cheese parties to be held in the basement of Eagle 
setting up meetings with prospective faculty members. The yo u really '! A hypocritical conservative? A Street. So far , last semester we had three, maybe 
students who attended were dragged there by the crypto-liberal'? Or just naive? four of these parties. Is there no money left in the 
Committee's student reps. The ex perience this year h.as bee n Howard Roark Social Committee budget? I might be able to 
the same. Editor's note: Howard Roark is the hero-architect in understand that , as one of the last social committee 
We think the Administration 's effort s to inform Ayn Rand 's The Fountainhead . parties had Cutty Sark, but no wine after the first 
forty-five minutes, (although I understand that the students which include the Turn of the Screw column on 
To the Editor: money was budgeted only for wine and cheese). 
the Opi~io n's back page, as well as the Com mittee Coffee I see that I have rattled someone's cage. ·As I Uisgruntled Frosh 
Hours (at I p.m. on Thursdays) and the mee tings with 
read thisepistle , he/she seems to be saying that I am Editor's note: Two parties were given last semester. 
prospective faculty , are commendable. If these efforts are infringing on the good Professor's freedom of speech The total amount spent was $412.58, out of a 
not met with some enthusiasm on the part of the students, by exercising mine, certainly a tort that 0 Prosser" $1,000.00 appropriation for the entire year allocated 
we will find ourselves with little jus tifica tion for the kind of would like to know about. for four parties pe; semester. The Chairperson of the 
complaint that runs rampant througho ut this law school. Anyhow, he is avoiding the issue, which is Social Committee is senior John Anderson. There 
In short, if you ' re not part of the solution .. . whether collectivists of a fascist, communist or other were no other officially-appointed members of that 
deranged ideological persuasion should be hired to committee last semester. We understand that
Thank you. SBA teach law here. My position is that they should not, tentative plans are for another party on Friday,
The Opinion is very grateful for the SBA's recent 
since their political perversion disqualifies · them March 16, the day before spring vacation. 
appropriation fo r a new typewriter for the newspaper. At 
present , when approaching deadline, some staff 'members Student Cited As Outstanding 
stand in line for the one decrepit machine now available, 
while others scavenge and scrounge for unused machines in A member of the law school because of my involvement in 
other offices. We shall be very glad to have ready access to community has been cited in the both feminine and feminist 
taken Common Cause's pulse lately to check for signs of collective farms in Yunan Province. Most of the rest is 
relevancy? Or even of sanity'! Is there a shrink in the produced in the "golden triangle" in northern Laos, 
Up Against the Wall, J.G . house? (occupied by the North Vietnamese) and Burma. Which 
Let's see now. "Common Cause" is the citizen's makes Mao Tse Tung the biggest pusher of them all. 
lobby, the one headed by John Gardner, right? Right. So it Up Against the Wall , M.T.T. All together now, liberals: "Up .against the wall , 
should press the issues that concern the citizens, right? The self-anointed elitists amongst us used to run Mao! " 
Right. So when CC sent out a queSl ionnaire (cleverly around barking what they called the ,conventional wisdom 
attached to an outstretched paJm) listing the IS umost (which meant that if one didn't know it he was 
pressing issues·· in America and asked the responders to list uncommonly stupid) . One particular gem was that drugs Up Agairuit the Wall , H.V.H. · • 
the five they thought most crucial , CC was naturally like heroin were nothing to worry about because I) the The ills of this country are closely correlated lo a 
inlerested in knowing what Americans were concerned FDA was regulating it , and 2) it was only that colored bias in the press, which is dominated by all the wrong 
about, right? Wrong. trash down in the ghettos that used it , us white folks being people , to wit, .. a strongly conservative media 
The questionnaire listed the normal litany of too refined to use any drugs other than blended Scotch . establishment." The result is sheer Hell. " Ignorance 
non•issues that nobody except inmates of the New York Drug users were only products of their environment, and invariably walks the country lanes with fear, bigotry and 
Times and similar asylums gives a fiddler 's fugue about: pushers were victims of society driven to their errant ways reaction .... If you doubt it, travel through the South, 
fainily planning programs, busing for busing's sake, by a world they never understood, and as soon as the feds read the newspapers in Texas, turn on your radio as you 
federaUy funded programs for urban transportation and spent enough money on the problem it would be cured drive through Oklahoma." At least that is what Harriet 
income maintenance, etc. You name a lefl•liberal scheme and we would aU live happily ever after. Anyone ·who said Van Horn e , the New York Post's professional 
to steal more power from the people and give it to the different in those days was a bigot and drank beer. America-hating sicky would have us believe, 
bureaucrats and it is on the list. Well , times change, and the left-liberal elitist claque There is yet hope, fortunately , for the rest of the 
Compare their list to a recent book by William Watts is changing its tune, All of a sudden heroin is not the country , because in those areas where the liberals 
and Lloyd Free, State of the Nation, based upon an benign tranquilizer it used to be. It seems the dope.fiends dominate the media, "public opinion · tends to be liberal. 
extensive survey conducted by the Gallup organization , (to use an out-moded expression) are no longer confined That is, open-minded, accessible to new ideas, alert to 
and which concludes that the five things Americans worry to the ghettos. The ivory•tower types are being mugged injustice." (sic) Areas like Massachusetts, land of Cape 
about most are: right on campus, and some of them have seen their own Hatteras and Hahvahd, Kennedy and Chappaquidick, 
I . Rising prices and the cost of living bourgeois offspring die of overdoses. They have decided to where the people believe what the New York Times and 
2. The amount of violence in American life throw their weight over to the side of the {shudder) beer the Boston Globe tell them. to believe. Ah, Massachusetts, 
J. The problem of drug addicts and narcotic drugs drinkers and are. demanding tougher measures aga inst the only state enlightened to vote for whatsisname 1 a srate 
4 . Crime In this country pushers. where even Spiro watched his m.outh. 
5. The problem of Vietnam. Nelson Rotkefeller, the Great White Hope of Liberal Now a federal judge has ordered the feds to stop 
These results are substantially the same as · those Republicanism, wants life imprisonment for pushers. John payments to the Boston school system because the schools 
reached by numerous other surveys. Lindsay, the ex.GWH , agrees with most of what Rocky is are racially segregated . Not the Boston in Georgia or 
· Funny thing, though. Of these five, NON E of them saying. And the president of Kent State wants pushers to Texas, or Oklahoma or !Obtaof those other many places 
appear on John Gardner's list. Crime? l~flation? ~rugs~ be put up against a wall and shot. . Harriet hates, but Bost<w<, M~W'· 
Vietnam? Nobody ca~es about them tn the c1t1zens Shooting pushe rs. is a good idea , although hanging is Good old l}oston, in good ol~ liberal (that , is; 
lobby's fairy land, and probably doesn' t even know these helter, but ii would be more effective to cut off the supply oj,en-minded, accessible to new ideas, alert to injust ice, 
al its source. The principal source of heroin is Red China, fearless, unbigoted 1 anti-reactionary) Massachusetts. problems exist . 
The followin~ must. therefore be asked:_Has anyone which produces about 50% of the world 's supply on Stand over there , Harriet , next to John and Mao . 
two typewriters a t once. 
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current edition of Outstanding activities ," she explains, citing 
Young Women of America, a both her act ivit y in the 
volume de'(oted to those young Assoc iation · of Women Law 
women whose activities in the Students and NOW, and her past 
community raise them above the career as a professional model and liberation transcends politics and 
norm. former Miss Washington, D.C. philosophies. 
Buffy Burke 's ent ry . is " You can do both," she Being active in the community 
voluminous, ciOng her omniactive maintained, when asked how she takes its toll ; Buffy remarked that 
presence in law, community, reconciles her feminine past and she and her husband work hard 
re lati o ns, and the feminist her feminist present. While having and consequently see little of each 
movemen t. She was nominated feet in two camps sometimes other; but she feels compelled lo 
for the citation by the United provokes hostility from other pro~uce, and digs it. She is 
Council of Churches, for whom women, Buffy finds that the presently Secretary of the SBA , 
she· works in programmi~g TV and world of women is not divided thus sharing some of her energy 
radio shows locally ...I was chosen into two distinct groups; women's with all of us. 
March 15, 1973 THE OPINION 
Would You Buy aLegal Education from These Men? 
The customary ceremony or DAVIDSON LOCHNER A native of Buffalo, Kelley left 
bitch and groan which fo llows thr lhe "Queen City" at the age of 
posting of each semester's graclc·. In viewing the tori law as being Philip R. Lochner came to UB 14. He returned to Western New 
usually focuses upon a 1·ew "a fundamental guaranlor of in I971 as Associate Dean after York in the Fall of 1971 after 
professors, whose virulence ur perso nal rights in society ," completing his Ph.D. in Political receiving his undergraduate degree 
benevolence never seems to be in Professor Kenneth M. Davidson Science at Stanford. He received from Princeton and his law degree 
proportion to the effort put forth feels that there is a crying need his B.A. and law degrees at Yale from Harvard. While at UB he has 
by us hardworking toile rs. The for advanced study in the areas of before a year in England as a taught to rts and seminars on 
question is asked and repeated, products liability , fundamental Fulbright fellow. federal tax policy. Eventually, 
" How did that bastard ever get rights, and social legislation . · "'It took some thought before however, he would li.ke to develop 
tenure, anyway?" Herein are Davidson , an A ssoc iate deciding to teach law rather than more generally the study of the 
supplied some or the answers. Pr o fesso r of Law, is being political science, but I feel the impact of law on the distribution 
A professor becomes tenured considered for tenure this spring quality of student in law school is of justice. "The legal system," 
when, the SUNY / Buffalo with hi s tenure committee better than in political science say s Kelley, " has enormous 
-SUNY Info, Sent.President's Review Buarc..l accepts scheduled to meet on March 28. grad schools. I've also found that impact on distribution of social 
the recommendation made by the This is his sixth year teaching the faculty of a law school has a goods, but this impact is covert The Promotion and Tenure 
Promotion and Tenure Committee here, and in addition to Torts, he wider range of interests and that and not generally acknowledged. Committee will mee t April 11 to 
of the Faculty uf L.1w and has been able to teach courses in being on a law faculty offers me a This is even true of lax laws. It is consider Professor Gordon's 
Jurisprudence. Thus the 11nal one of his two prime areas of wider range of research, given my only now that we are beginning to reappointment. In preparation, 
word rests at the main campus; interest , that of women 's rights Own interests." understand ·their impact." Professor Buergenthal, convenor 
but in practice , a favorable and socia l legislation. One course , Lochner is presently on leave Professor Kelley has authored for Professor Gordon's Visiting 
recommendation from the P&T Women and the Law, to the best from his half-time position as two articles, and has recently Subcommittee, and Elliott Mandel 
Committee, chaired by Provost of his knowledge , was the first Associate Dean, to work on a co-edited a book along with Prof. and Regin'.l Felton, students on 
Schwartz, is tantamount to the course in the country specifically study of pro bono leg.ii services in Oliver Oldman of Harvard. This the Visiting Subcommittee , are 
granting of tenure . dealing with the legal problems of Erie County. This study is being book, to be published next obSCrving classes and soliciting 
The P&T chairman appoints a women, although Davidson noted funded by a National Science month , is entitled Readings 0 11 student opinions. In aJdition , 
Convenor to convene a visiting that there have been some Foundation grant . Income Tax Administration , and Professor Buergenthal SCheduled a 
sub-committee each time a semirlars available at other In the two years he has been in is orie nt ed toward faculty colloquium on February 
professor is up for promotion , schools. The other course, Social Buffalo, Dr. Lochner has taught underdeveloped countries . 28, at which Professor Gordon 
extension of contract , or tenure. Legislation, deals in a much Corporations, Law and Social This interest in the affairs of presented a paper on research in 
The Convenor then gathers uthEi r broader vein with its focus on the Science, and Corporate Finance. underdeveloped countried is an p r egre ss co ncerning "The 
faculty members and students income maintenance system in the One of the major criticisms of integral part of Kelley's academic Expansion of Judicial Discretion 
recommended by the SBA United States. Lochner has been his ra~J:g makeup. He worked with Prof. in the Early American Republic , 
Presiden t, and proceeds to observe He has currently co-authored a Oldman al the International Tax 1780 - I 830." While space
the professor in question , si tting ye t unpublished casebook, Cases Program at Harvard where he considerati'ons prevented 
in on Professo r Buergenthal · from classes, reviewing published and Materials 0 11 the legal Status served as director o'f t raining for 
material , and listenjng to student of Women, which should be i!1 20 studen ts, mostly from other inviting the entire student body,
opinions . .: St®en1i : i re requested publication some time !1ext year. nations. he hopes future pre~ntations by · 
to write . le tiers: ~'Finally , the The pro fessor is also active in the His ambition is to study law professors under consideration for 
Convenor makes a report to the area of women's rights in the reform patlerns, particularly in promotion or tenure will include 
P&T, which then recommends non .sc hola s tic realm having South An;ie~ic~ , \O ~e~ how peoP.le. students. 
qualified pr,lfessors. In the case of litiga ted several sex, discrimination have pefceive4 ttie' isslle "and how Professor Gordon spent several 
1 _prom ci tion or ,extensioqs of cases, locally flS well as nationally. law reform has affected the years as a newsman , including a 
contracts. the process is entirely Davidson is also presently a 1 distrlibutjon of justice~ ; 'This,, fiJ.1 stint in South America reporting 
internaJ . with no fin:tl decision at member of the National Board of { take- a long lime. I like to refer lo ~or Ne'ws\\'~el;c.; a~ler . ,"1'lilp~Jn$ . 
the main campus. Directors, NOW Legal Defense il as·KelJey's 7-year plirn." other people doing things, he 
In practice, thi s process has and Education Ftlnd . Professor Joseph Laufer is the reports, he decided 10 do 
cer tain drawbacks from the Profe ssor Davidson 's other me a little more after discussion Convenor of Prof. Kelley's vi siting somet hing himse lf, and entered 
students' point of view: the prime interest is in international with other faculty , bur it bolls s ubcommiltee. The studenl Lhe field of law. To his new 
biggest problem is one of student taxation, and he corroborated down to my perceptioos of the member is Ari Hertzig. The profess ion he brings both 
inpu t. Often , the individual with Baris I. Billker and Lawre nce grading system. To me a Q means committee is scheduled to meel profe ssional expertise and a 
s tud e nt s on th e Vi s iting Ebb on United States Taxation of qulified and an H means very. on May 2. to consider the consideration for the process of 
Subcommittee for an individual Foreign Income and Foreign very good - a clear A. I guess I reappointment of Pat KeUey. legal education: while he thinks 
professor are biased. And because. P e rso11s ( I 968). David so n just have different standards from that the artificial rite of the Bar 
the number of students who expressed a strong interest in o ther me mbers of the faculty . Exam forces students to acquire 
respond to the Subcommittee's teaching an advanced course i11 This is no t lo Say one is right or knowledge they don ' t need and 
request .for letters is usually very wrong, I'm just say ing !hey are locks thCm intQ a "claustrophic" 
low (five or six is not unusual), different. I've had some v'ery environment f()r three ' 'years, ' 
the r esu lt s are of ten bright students, but they have no t longer than necessary, he has 
nonresponsive to the feelings of done as we ll as I expected on shown an enormous consideration 
the student body. tests. I prefer to use pape rs or for the bread-and-butter courses 
Three professors are up for take-home exams and so I expect he • teaches. Students of his 
tenure this year: Pro fessor Girth a higher standard of work." Contracts and Evidence classes 
was recommended for tenure in Professor Robert Fleming is may have noticed the meticulous 
December , 197 2; Professor the convenor. fo r Dr. Luchner's attention he has paid to these 
Davidson will be considered on tenure committee which will vo.te rather mundane bar requirements. 
March 28; and Professor Larry on his reappointment April 25. Currently , Professor Gordon is 
Wenger will be considered in the Buffy Burke is the student ..aUNY Info. SlffV. preparing a book on American 
Spring. Also , four professors will representative on the commi llee . legal ,history, about which he 
be considered for reappointment , ' GORDON teaches forty students in !he 
including Professor Dartnye dungeon of P!I. He sees a growing 
Holley, an interview with whom taxation , especially in light of the KELLEY Robert W. Gordon, Assistant interest on the part of students 
was published in Issues 6 and 7. current talks concerning the Professor, is currently under for interdi sciplinary and . 
The Administration has activciy possible reduction of Torts to one "Teaching takes a tremendous consideration for reappointment. tangential courses, such as his 
sought student participatbn in semester. amount of oneself. Some days arc A graduate of Harvard Law course and Philosophy of Law. 
these deliberations; if you don' t Professor Galanter is the fantastic." Patrick L. Kelley, School, he came here in the Both a teacher of traditional law 
take time to write a letter of Convenor of Professor Davidson's assis tant professor of law, is Spring of 1972 after working in and a member of Buffalo's 
support of opposition now, yo u' ll visiting sub-committee, with among the faculty who are being the Appeals Division of the growing group of interdisc iplinary 
have no bitch when some Professors Hyman and Laufer as conside red for reappointment thi s Massachusetts Attorney GeneraJ's professors, Professor Gordon · 
arbitrary old so-and-so D's you faculty members, and Elliot semeste r He enJoys teaching and office. He has taught Contracts offers an amalgam of practical and 
Mandel as the sole student wants to "walk between the and Evidence, and currently contemplatlVe expertise to the 
-John Lev, member. extremes." teaches American Legal History. Law School commumty. 
out of spite. 
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equally persuasive alternatives are 
apparent. To say th,1t the interest 
of the fetus from conception 
represerts an interest as weighty 
as those of the mother wouldDOEv BOLTONHYMAN: ROE v. WADE logically make it difficult to 
(41 US Law Week 4213) permit abortions even to protect 
the life of the mother. 
The 7.2 decisions or the United apparent. The C;,, urt first clause, bul only those ilTlposed to the states, by way of the From a doctrina l point of view, 
States Supreme Court in the addressed itself to the ques tion of "without due process." Complaint Fourteenth Amendment of the an intriguing aspect of the Court's 
above cases striking down Texas the nature or the interest asserted. about the burden has recently provisions of the Bill of Rights, op inion is its insistence on 1
including no t only such declaring the fundamental right of 
abortions have been attacked on const itutionally protec ted either objective or the legislation is one procedural matte rs as right to the appellant which ii was 
two principal grounds. One is in the concept of personal li berty that is deemed to fall within the counsel, right to jury, official 
and Georgia laws severely limiting The appellant claimed that it was been given short shrift if the 
protecting to be one or '"privacy" 
renected in the statement or contained in the due process scope of legislative power and if searches and seizures, but also the rather than or "liberty." This 
Cardinal Krol , Archbishop of clause of the Fourteenth the means adopted can reasonably more general personal freedoms classification or the interest in the 
Philadelphia , immediately arte·r Amendment or .. in personal, be thought on some basis or other protected by th e . First right to have an abortion reflects a 
debate within the Court whichthe decision that ' 'abortion at any marital , familia l, and sexual to have a tendency to achieve that Amendment 's free speech and 
privacy sa id to be protected by objective. There has been some freedom or religion clauses, the was ex tensively aired in Griswold 
not a ques tion or sectarian the Bill of Rights or its variety in the application of that Court has been forced to pick its v. Connecticut. Many members of 
moralily but instead concerns the penumbra,'' both made applicable review procedure with respect to way through a mass of connicling the Court there struggled in ways 
law of God and the basis of to the states by the Fourteenth the degree to which the Court opinion, conjecture , and fact , and which were not altogether 
civilized socie ty ."' This criticism is Amendment. In addressing itself exam in es th e asser tion or to attempt to draw lines which acceptable lo many of their 
indeed based on a theological to this problem Ju stice objectives, the actual date bearing will safeguard the constitutional colleagues to find a label for 
pos iti o n which very large Blackmun's opinion stales that upon the tendency of the rights. More recently a similar categorizing as rundamental and 
segments or the population do not while .. ,he constitution does not legislation to achieve the same kind of close scrutiny has been constitutionally protected the 
ho ld . Criticism so based may explicitly mention any righl of objective with fewer restraints o r utilized when the equal protection interest of married couples in 
justify disagreement with the privacy,' ' a long line of decisions restrictions. In the last few clause of the Fourteenth being able to use contraceptives. 
decision or the Court , but is in .. has recognized that a right of decades, when the challenged Amendment has been invoked and . A substantial majority of the 
and or itselr not a sufficient personal privacy , or a guarantee o r regulations concerned general the classifications have been Court in one way or another 
ground for condemning it as an cer tain areas or zones of privacy, matters of economic behavior, the claimed to be themselves suspect, insisted that that interest should 
improper judicial act . does exist · under the tendency of the Court has been as in lhe matter of race , or to deal be protected as a constitutional 
The other criticism goes to the constitution." He theli reviews not even to require an express with rights deemed fundamental, right of privacy. Justice Harlan 
authority and justifica tion for the numerous cases in which the • showing of a specific legislative although the exact grounds of emphatically insisted that while 
Court 's action in drastically Court has protected various purpose or of the probable classification have not yet been the right was fundamental and 
limiting the constitutionally personal interests to which the efficacy or the measures adopted, fully clarified. Similarly, as the should be so recognized, it was 
permissible scope of sta le characteriza tion of "privacy" is but rather lo susta in the Court sa id in the present cases: part of the ''liberty" protected by 
anti•abortion sta tutes. In the not inapt , concluding, on Ihis legislation unless it is almost ..where certain 'fundamental the due process clause. The 
words of Mr. Justice White, one of aspec t of the matter: "this right impossible to conceive of a rights' are involved , the Court has extraordinary difficulties which 
the two dissenters from the of privacy, whether ii be founded legitimate legislative objective or 'held that regulations limiting have been encountered in trying 
decisions: "The Court simply in the Fourteenth Amendment of the restriction adopted having the\~ rights may be _justified only to articulate and give coherent 
fashions and announces a new concept of personal liberty and any possible tendency toward by a •compelling state interest' .. shape to a doctrine of privacy in 
constitutional right for pregnant restrictions upon state actions, as achieving such an assumed and that legislative enactments the law or torts 'must have been 
mothers , and, with scarcely any we feel ii is, or, as the District objective. A very s trong must be narrowly drawn to warning enough to the members 
reason or authority for its action , Court determined, in the Ninth presumption of constitutionality express only the legitimate state of the Court of the difficulty of 
invests that right with sufficient Amendment's reservation of rights is thus applied, and lhe burden on interests at stake." formulating such a right in 
sub sta n ce to override most to the people, is broad enough to the challenger of the regulation is The Court therefore dutifully constitutional terms. fo $tice 
existing state abortion statutes." encompass a woman's decision very onerous. Perhaps, as searched for the legitimate state Douglas' opinion for the Court in 
This criticism was echoed in an whether or not to terminate her Professor Gunther suggests (86 interests at stake in the present Griswold relied on "emanations" 
editorial comment in lhe New pregnancy. The detriment that the Harv. L. Rev. 1-50 (1972)),there situation and it found two. The and "penumbras'' from the . 
Republic which charges the Court State would oppose ttpon lhe is a tendency in recent cases to first was the interest of the state specific prohibitions of the Bill of 
with failing to giVe pregnant woman by denying this look somewhat more closely than in protecting the health of its Rights , a mode of speech which 
constitutionally adequate reasons choice altogether is apparent." in the past, at these two aspects of inhabitants, including women and has occasioned a considerable 
for its holding that during the first The case to which the Court made the restrictions. Even so this including pregnant women, and amount of gentle and no t so 
three months of pregnancy "a reference, and particularly the inquiry leaves and is intended to second was its interest in the gentle mo c kery from ·the 
woman and her physician may case of Griswold v. Connecticut, leave, a wide range of diScretion in potential life of a fetus. It then commentators. Most of his 
decide on an abortion quite free invalidat ing Connecticut's law the legislature to select the became necessary for the Court colleagues who made up the 
of any interference from the state, prohibiting the u se of objectives which it wishes to under established constitutional majori ty attempted to go beyond 
except as the physician may be contraceptives, made it clear, in achieve and to choose the means techniques to examine those that by relying upon the Ninth 
req4ired himself to be licensed by the words of the Court, "that which in its judgment are most interests carefully in the light of Amendment as establishing the 
the State. During the second three only personal rights, that can be desirable for effectuating those whatever knowledge was available basis for the assertion of a new 
months, the state may impose deemed 'fundamental' or objectives in the light of the costs in the record and somehow draw a fundamental right of privacy not 
some health regulations, but it "implicity in the concept or line represent point nece ssarily 
stage of pregnancy is evil. This is 
which they entail compared with to the at dependent upon 
may • not forbid abortion. During ordered liberty' .... are included the costs which other approaches which the fundamental right of e manations from the rights 
the last three months, the stale in this guarantee of personal or inaction might entail. privacy or liberty being invaded announced in the first eight 
In a variety of contexts,may if it chooses forbid as well as privacy ." The examples given all might validly be restricted, and to amendments. Justice Harlan in · 
regulate." The New Republic involve aspects of life which may however, the Supreme Court has, what degree, in order to provide Griswold wanted nothing to do 
comment concludes that in the fairly be called "personal" to a under we ll-accepted constitutional necessary protection for the state with any new right of privacy but 
doctrine, undertaken to scrutinize had no difficulty in asserting thatlight of the available evidence the strong degree, and thus fairly interests. In reviewing a very 
Supreme Court restriction may be analogous to "'the ,abortion more justification amount medicalcarefully the considerable of the kind of personal and familial 
a uwise model statute" but it does decision.'' Without defining the for legislative restrictions. This history and data in this matter, interests involved in the use or 
not repre sen t a proper embracing category, the,Court in closer judicial scrutiny has been the Court concluded that the birth control devices were no t 
formulation of constitutional rather typical common law practiced lo a notable degree in evidence suggested a sufficiently only aspects of "liberty" falling
limitations, and the entire matter fashion invOkes one which is at connection with the review of sharp increase in the danger from with.in the scope of that word as 
of rCgulating abortions should least fairly descriptive of state regu.lations thought to abortions after the first ,trimester used in the due process clause, but 
have been left to the states, important aspects of the interfere with the flow of goods to create a strong state interest in also of so fundamental a nature as 
apparently without any analogous cases identified. across state lines. Building on the the health of the women to justify to be entitled 10 the special 
constitutional restrictions. With Thus far the analysis of the negative implications or the substantial restrictions protection which, as indicated 
respect to these criticisms which Court finds constitutional basis commerce clause, which surrounding the performance of above, the Court gives to some 
rest not on moral grounds but on for the appellant's claim to be authorizes federal regulation of abortions thereafter. It also found constitutionally recognized rights, 
the nature and appropriate mode permitted, with the advice or her commerce among the states, the a sufficient interest in the but not to most. Mr. Justice 
of performance of the Court's personal physician, to make and Court has undertaken in many potential life of the child to Stewart , who dissented in 
function to declare and apply implement her abortion decision, instances to examine closely the justify prohibiting abortions Griswold, accepts that decision as 
constitutional limitations on and also finds that that claim falls impact of state regulations which except under severely limited the basis for his conclusion in the 
actions of government, I believe within the category of appear to restrict it , although circumstances after the fetus had abortion cases that the abortion 
them to be unjustified . Justice constitutionally protected rights adopted to serve an acknowledged become viable, approximately at decision falls witliin the kind of 
Blackmun's opinions for the which 3.$e deemed fundamental. concern Of the state such as health the end of the second trimester. "liberty'' which the Court 
Court in the two cases are perhaps This latter categorization invokes or safety. In such cases the Court There is no space here to examine recognized in Griswold, 
somewhat pedestrian, but they a very basic and traditional ha s found itself obliged to in detail the grounds on which the characteTized by its personal and 
follow ·dutifully and plausibly the distinction in the application of examine in considerable detail all Court drew this second line. As fami lial aspects. · But JustiCe 
apprOved path for inquiry into a constitutional limitations by the kinds of factual and technical pregnancy develops potential life Stewart preferred to continue to 
claim of violation of United States Supreme Court. matters on which it has no approaches an actual life. call it ..liberty" as ·Justice Harlan 
constitutional rjght. That the Most government regulation particular expertise, but with Viability represents a had done in Griswold. The 
anti-abortion statute of Texas imposes constraints or limitations respect to which it must exercise physiologically identifiable point reasonableness of that 
allowing aborlions only when on the activity of some persons. its best judgment in order to in that continuum which has a classification is obvious enough. 
necessary to save the mother's In general those restraints do not maintain the critical balance background of recognition in law The majority of the Court 
life , ~riously interfered with the suffice to invalidate the legislation between a fundamental national and common opinion. 1t can cen..!i!l!Jed to struggle with the 
right of the appellant to control on constitutional grounds - not interest and a legitimate and hardly be said that it lacks "pr~vi.a,cy" instead of relying upon 
her body by terminating an every interference with liberty is important state interest. Similarly, reasonable basis in understanding "liberty" probably because of fear 
unwanted pregn;mcy is of course forbidden under the due process in connection with the application or relevant history. And no of reviving the enormously 
cont, to page six 
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MANN: 
My interest concerns the 
quality of the judicial process 
reflected in the proscriptive 
abortion case. The case was 
handed down on January 22, 
1973. I am gratified by the high 
professional quality of the 
opinion of the Court delivered by 
Mr. Justice Blackmun. 
The opinion of the Court 
stands high in historic eYolution 
a f the American system of 
constitutionaJ law , using the 
judicial process to determine basic 
questions of fundamental personal 
liberty against the full weight of 
authority in the many 
governments operating in these 
United States. The opinion 
delivered by Mr. Justice Blackmun 
is not only outstanding in its 
professional quality , it reflects a 
high degree of courageous 
objectivity in analysis and 
presentation. 
There is no fudging, no fakery 
nor fugaciousness in analysis and 
presen la tion. Vagueness and 
~ overbr~adth, equal protection and 
other like imperfections are put 
aside; they are not used to 
pretend that substantive due 
process is nonexistent. Instead 
there is a nonapologetic sincerity 
and honesty in the acceptance of 
substantive due process, of its 
being an absolute necessity if we 
are to preserve the American legal 
system of constitutional law and 
the American system of 
representative government. 
The frenzied conservative, Mr. 
Justice Rehnquist, reproached the 
Court for being more closely 
attuned to the opinion delivered 
by Mr. Justice Peckham than the 
opinion delivered by Mr. Justice 
Holmes in Lochner v. New York. 
Mr. Justice Rehnquist is right that 
the nationalized fundamental legal 
rights of substantive due process 
requires that the government 
satisfy· a compelling public 
interest as legal justification to 
abridge a nationalized ' legal right 
based upon a personal liberty 
which is determined to be 
fundamental. The American legal 
world has struggled too long 
under the influence of Mr. Justice 
Holmes' dissent in Lochner. The 
innuence of Mr. Justice Peckham 
laid the legal foundations in the 
- judicial process for Meyer v, 
Nebraska in I 923, Pierce v. Three 
Sisters and Git/ow v. New York in 
1925, and Powell v. Alabama in 
I 934. In contrast the innuence of 
Mr. Justice Holmes' dissent 
brought the inconcinnous• 
opinions by Mr. Justice 
Frankfurter in Minersville School 
District v. Gobitis and West 
Virginia State School Board v. 
Barnette. 
Each of the two dissenting 
Justices presents his respective 
incongruities with reference to the 
jµdicial process. Mr. Justice 
Rehnquist's scolding formalizes 
that "the Court necessarily has 
had to find within the scope of 
the Fourteenth Amendment a 
right that was apparently 
completely unknown to the 
drafters of the Amendment." Mr. 
Justice White was unable to find 
the right of pregnant "mothers" 
(his word, not mine) to abortion 
in the Constitution. In Mr. Justice 
---------"·- •..,  ._· - ' 
•Inconcinnous adje~Lifvt.. 
obsolete . .. I. •Incongruous. The 
Compact Edition of the Oxford 
English Dictionary ( 1971 ). 
White 's view, likr that of Mr. 
Justice Frankfurter's in West 
Virginia State Board v. Barnette, 
the opinion and judgment of the 
Court constitutes "an improvident 
and extravagant exercise of the 
power of judicial review which the 
Constitution extends to the 
Court." 
The fact that the Texas and 
Georgia cases were considered and 
determined simultaneously was 
beneficial to the Court and to a 
general application of the legal 
standards · placed upon the 
exercise of governmental controls 
to proscribe an abortion. In the 
Texas case the Court formulated 
the legal requirements for the 
exercise of governmental 
authority. hi the Georgia case the 
Court applied those legal 
requirements to the administrative 
prescriptions imposed by the 
Georgia statute. lh the Georgia 
case the Court invalidated the 
prescriptions formulated in a 
uniform statute. 
The legal requirements of 
abortion are measured by the legal 
justification made for the 
·compelling public interest in the 
governmental authority required 
for proscribing an ·abortion. The 
Texas statute made the procuring 
of an abortion a criminal offense, 
except with respect to "an 
abortion procured or attempted 
by medical advice for the purpose 
of saving the life of the mother." 
Public interest purposes were 
presente'd in order to give an aura 
of legal justification to the 
exercise of gov~rnmen tal 
authority requiring the pregnant 
woman to bear the child. Quite 
appropriately the Court rejects 
out of hand, without analyzing 
the public interest renecting a 
Victorian social concern to 
discourage what is characterized 
as illicit sexual conduct. 
That there exists a substantial 
public interest in protecting the 
prenatal life in the embryo or 
fetus is seriously contended by 
counsel, in order to give a legally 
justifiable foundation to the 
Texas proscriptions imposed on 
the medical procedures for 
aborting the prenatal life in the 
embryo or · fetus . "Only when the 
life of ihe pregnant mother herself 
is at stake, balanced against the 
life she carries within her, should 
the interest of the embryo or 
fetus not prevail." Explicitly, 
then, the Court is pleaded to 
measure the public interest in the 
prenatal life high enough in legal 
recognitidn in order to overcome 
the nationalized legal right based 
on a fundamental personal liberty 
in the pregnant woman and the 
counselling physician. 
The Court accepts the 
contention made by counsel that 
there is a legally justifiable 
compelling public interest in the 
prenatal life in · the embryo or 
fetus. This compelling public 
interest is to be legally recognized 
when the fetus matures t'o 
viability. Viability constitutes an 
ultimate question of medical 
determination of the time when 
the fetus may mature to a person 
in being separate~ from the 
ROE v.WADE 
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hospital whose buildings and 
operations is partially subsidized 
by public funds may be required 
to change its religious-oriented 
practice of preserving the prenatal 
life in the fetus over the life and 
health of the pregnant woman. 
The Court took account of the 
compelling public interest in the 
prenatal life in the embryo or 
fetus in a second regard. The 
nationalized legal right based on a 
. fundamental" personal liberty in 
the pregnant woman and the 
counselling physician, which is 
required in order to avoid the 
wide-spread injuries resulting from 
proscribed abortion, is restricted 
to the · first trimester of 
pregnancy. Thus ,for "the stage 
prior to approximately the end of 
the first trimester, the abortion 
decision·and its effectuation must 
be left to the medical judgment of 
the pregnant woman's attending 
physician." Likewise it may not 
be legally justifiable for the 
governmental authority to 
attempt to transfer this 
determination from the attending 
physician to a medical committee 
or board of a hospital or medical 
society. 
In addilion the governmental 
authority over the prenatal life in 
the embryo or fetus for "the stage 
subsequent to approximately the 
end of the first trimester" is 
limited to the legally recognizable 
compelling public interest. The 
governmental authority may 
prescribe abortion procedures, but 
may not proscribe an abortion. 
The governmental authority may 
promote the legally justifiable 
public interest in the prenatal life 
in the embryo or fe~us so long as 
the prescriptions pertaining to an 
abortion .. are reasonably related 
to maternal health." The legally 
recognizable compelling public 
interest in the prenatal life in the 
embryo or fetus begins whenever 
medical judgment determines the 
fetus to be viable. Viability is an 
ultimate question of the 
sufficiency of competent proof of 
what is life in being recognizable 
in the judicial process. 
In summation, the legally 
recognizable compelling interest 
in the proscribed abortion statute 
is determined to be applicable to 
the life and health of the pregnant 
woman, in order "lo restrain her 
from submitting to a procedure 
that placed her life in serious 
jeopardy." But the medical 
techniques have greately altered 
these circumstances in terms of 
competent proof. It is said that 
statistical studies of mortality in 
the case of appropriate medical 
procedures for abortion are so 
low, and sometimes lower, lhan in 
the use of appropriate medical 
procedures in childbirth. ,... 
In reconsideration, the steps in 
the judicial process approximate 
the following. An initial 
determination was made to 
consider whether to formulate 
and impose more rigorous legal 
standards limiting the exercise of 
governmental authority to 
proscribe an abortion. The legal 
basis for this extremely crucial 
determination was the very 
substantial showing of "specific 
and direct harm medically 
associated with the unwanted 
child, and there is the problem of 
bringing a child into a family 
already unable, psychologicilly 
and otherwise, to Care for it. In 
other cases, as in this one, the 
additional difficulties and 
continuing stigma of unwed 
motherhood may be involved. All 
these factors the [pregnant] 
woman and her responsible 
physician necessarily will consider 
in [the privacy of] consultation.'' 
Whenever the Court, as in the 
case , determines that the social 
construct constitutes an 
abridgment of a nationalized legal 
right based - upon a fundamental 
personal liberty the exercise of 
the governmental authority is 
arbitrary and capricious and thus 
legally invalid. The legal violation 
pertains to the legal requirements 
which the Court formulates so as· 
to alleviate the taking of one's 
life, liberty or property without 
due process of law. 
In the proscriptive abortion 
case the decisive question is not 
the weak , limited, and deficient 
judicial review advocated by Mr. 
Justice White and Mr. Justice 
Rehnquist. Whenever the Court 
determines that the social 
construct requires a legally 
justifiable compelling public 
interest for a particular exercise.of 
governmental authority, the line 
between the existence and 
nonexistence of a compelling 
public interest is generally drawn 
with clarity and a high d~gree of 
substantiality. 
This high professional standard 
in judicial review was nol available 
to the Court in the social 
construct of the proscriptive 
abortion case. The dominant 
phenomenon in the social 
cons·truct of the case is life. Life 
in being and the preservation of 
life present legal questions of the 
highest moment. The compelling 
public interest in the preservation 
of life clearly is applicable to the. 
term of pregnancy when the 
prenatal life in the fetus becomes 
viable. The complexity which is 
unusual in substantive due process 
cases is presented by the factor of 
an equally supportable justifiable 
compelling public interest in the 
prospective life of the ·prenatal 
embryo or fetus during the first 
trimester of pregnancy when "the 
, abortion decision and its 
effectuation must be left to the 
medical judgment of the pregnant 
woman's altending physician." 
Therefore the line had to be 
drawn between the pubJic interest 
to alleviate the widespread harm 
and injury to the pregnant woman 
and the attending physician, and 
the compelling public interest in 
the, preservation of prospective 
life in the prenatal embryo and 
fetus during the first trimester of 
pregnancy and beyond. This 
constitutes a more difficult 
determination than is generally 
presented in the social , ¢onstruct 
abridging a nationa'lized legal right 
based upon a fundamental 
personal liberty. Por the use of 
the proscriptive aborlion case as a 
precedent the dominant factor in 
the Court's determination is the 
controlling innuence of the 
substantiality of harm and injury 
to the pregnant woman and the 
attending physician, and not the 
usual measure of substantiaJity of 
competent proof supporting the 
existence and nonexistence of a 





by Dianne Graebner 
The most recent "cod war" 
illustrates how closely intertwined 
are ••the roles of law and politics 
in the strategy of resolution of 
:nternational connicts.'' 
Iceland extended its fisheries 
limit from I 2 to 50 miles 
(coterminous with its continental 
shelf) on Sept. I , I 972, ignoring a 
restraining type order from the 
international Court. A standoff 
basically between Iceland and the 
United Kingdom now awaits the 
United Nation's forthcoming Law 
of the Sea Conference, as well as 
International Court action. A 
prompt settlement of the dispute , 
said visiting speaker Richard B. 
Bilder on Feb. 22, is unlikely. But 
whatever settlement there is will 
be ·..in the context of the 
conference, in a very political 
framework." 
Prof. Bilder of the University 
of Wisconsin Law School said .. no 
one knows what will happen" in 
the next few years, but the trend 
is "to a broad jurisdiction for 
economic purposes, economic 
resources zones pretty far out , 
certainly 50 miles." He added 
that "'in the long run, the United 
Kingdom is likely lo lose this sort 
ofconfrontation." 
This cod war comes 20 years 
after the first fisheries dispute, 
when Iceland went from a three­
to a four-mile limih and after the 
classic '"cod war'" of 1958 (four to 
12 miles). That last dispute also 
was settled in lhe context of the 
Law of the Sea confereitces. The 
latest "war," noted Mr. Bilder, 
was precipitated when :i leftist 
government came to power in tiny 
Iceland, with the former head of 
the Commun isl party now 
minister of fisheries. 
Prqf. Bilder, an expert in 
international law, cited three 
major legal issues in the dispute: 
I) the power and 
appropriateness of the 
International Court's issuance of 
the restraining-type order (What is 
it s effect? Is it binding on 
Iceland?); 
2) the jurisdictional question 
of the court: and 
3) are SO mile limits contrary 
to international law? 
Other issues include, first, the 
complex relationship between 
party strategies, the court case 
and the conference, with all 
parties trying to influence the 
tenor of the confernece. Iceland 
thinks it might lose in court, said 
the speaker, but it can put 
pressures on the conference. 
Second, why didn't Iceland accept 
the court's jurisdiction? The 
nation, said the speaker, is in a 
sense "holding the stake" (fish) 
and is emphasizing tactical 
considerations. Third, Iceland's 
suggestion that ..unilateral action 
is a good thing (is law-creating) 
shows how states really feel ," 
suggested Prof. Bilder. 0 How 
through deviation of law do you 
make law?" 
Iceland argues, among other 
points, that smaller limits are 
based on past imperialistic 
concepts and that it - as a small 
country (200,000) dependent on 
fish (I/5 of its GNP) - has a 
special dependency situation. 
The United King~om, with a 
standard of living lower than that 
of Iceland, argues freedom of the 
seas, and Iceland's poor 
conservation record. 
-continued page 6 
worrib·. Even this legally · 
recognizable compelling public 
interest in the fetus is subject to 
the qualification of what is 
required "for the preservation of 
the life or health of the mother." 
Thus the privately administered 
diagnosable even in early 
pregnancy . . . . Maternity I or 
additjonal offspring, may force 
upon the woman a distressful life 
and future . Psychological harm 
may be imminent ... There is 
also the distress, for all cohcerned, 
-------------------
.
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Thomas Tinsel Wows Crowd Tame Shrew at the Studio Arena 
by John Levi 
Alas, poor law school: your reviewe r fee ls he sp~~..iks to by Ibby Lang 
a dea f crowd. How many of my brethren leupt to 1hc 
opportunity to hea r and see the incomparable Michael Ti lson The Taming of 1lle Shrew, 
Th o mas and the Buffa lo Philharmonic Orchestra for frt'C o n Studio Arena· s c urrent 
production , is an evening's worthMarch 7? Too few. Thomas. like Bernstein , infuses his 
of enjoymen t. When it is strong,conducl'ing with pnssion and individuality : like Pierre 
the produc lion itself ho lds !he
Boulcz. he presents incisive lec tures to his audiences. There 
audience: when less commanding,
he s tand s o n the podium - dressed like a tasteful Elvis (t his 1he wi t a nd beau t y o r 
night he wore a dark green suit of velvet). his dark hair Shakespeare's language maintains 
askew like a prodiga l Dennis the Menace. Incomparable'! The a high level of interest and 
man 's a veritable congrega tio n o f brilliance. merriment. . 
His lec ture combined the bes t traits of opent buffo and Director Wa rren E nt e rs 
Ken Joyce: he would turn to the piano o r the o rches tra lo dese rves a good deal of credit for 
il lustrate a point. often accenting the music with the the suc1.:esses of the produc tion . 
amazing vocals which kept the crowd in stitches. His He has made an outmoded 
explana tion of the m echanics and d y namics of the firs t Elizabethan joke into a joke that 
is playable and amusing today .movement of Mahler's Ninth Symphony was concise and 
Shakespeare 's audiences, and
illuminating: he spoke to an inHllligent c rowd , edifying and 
those that followed for several 
ex panding us a ll. centuries, laughed and applauded Kate's reduction movementS' were well controlled and ll tUng of hisThe music, of course, was superb: Thomas demands the from sharp -tongued vituperative shrew to character.
bes t the orchestra has to offer, and it responds mealy-mouthed li tt le wifey by her husband-owner I also enjoyed the antics of Grumio, Petruchio's 
enthusias tically, if not a lways pe rfectly. Bu t tonight they Pe1ruchio. I, for one, don't find that terrib lya man-servant. Yusef Bulos' execution of this classic 
outdid themselves. The 0ute, who had problems a few weeks amusing plot. Shakespearean clown was wry and not the least bit 
ago when Melvin Strauss c0llduCted, was on target and M.r. Enters' interprelation gives us lhe overdone. 
mellow for Thomas. Mahle r fill ed us all , and for that we owe conventional spirited ragings o f Katherina and the 
Thomas a lot. expected super-self-confidence or Petruchio in the There are faults with the production. The 
Support the Phi lharmonic - le t music untune your firs! act. BUI, when it comes lime for Kate's eight-man chorus of Players which sings twice during 
submission to Pe truchio, for him to publicly prance the course or the play was so weak , musically and shallow skies. 
her aboul as a sp ineless wench , Mi- . Enters' actors volume-wise, that one wished they had been tota lly 
and ac tresses present what is a much more timely , left o u1 ; perhaps, with practice, they will improve 
relevant ff you will , conclusion. Kat e, with all of her durin g th e run . A large number o r the 
wit s about hrr , realizes that she has met her wily character-ac tors were allowed to overplay their roles 
Times Veep at Canisius 
by John Levi 
match. She, and her equally quick-witted he, to the point where they were not funny at all.
SUNY/ Buffalo is 110 1 1hc unly change , too , according to Mr. 
proceed to n aunt in the faces of all who·subscribe to Gremio, as portrayed by Gordon Connell was the
intellec1ua\ ce n1er in Buffa lo (chis Res1011. The leaders of the wo rld 
the husband-as-master theo ry of marriage the fact most gla ring example , but I also found the 
may come as a shock 10 many of h ave changed . ' 'The puc 1i1.:a l 
that those who purport to subscribe 10 the theory limp-wristed Lucent io (Philip Clark) and f-l ortensio
you). Out 1here in the darkness , leade r, the man uf language , uf 
are far fro m living it, while those ridiculed as (Alan Brasington) rather annoying in th is regard . II 
along with 1he bars and the thought , has gone; and managers 
itll'(,lpable of li ving it , appear to be thriving under it. also seemed to me that the designers of light s,Audi1orium. there is a compac t of politics have now take n over. 
Kate and Pe truchio perform their mockery 1oge1her. costumes and se ts did lill lc to help the production;collect ion of concrete classrooms We have no grea t speakers any 
They, the smart guys, dupe the dopes, together. She each of those areas wa5 rendered in a singularl ykn ow n as Canisius College. more . I regret thi s ... This is an 
is nut his tool fo r displaying his superio rity , but hi s unimaginative style.Buffalo's best Catholic . College, era of technicians. The more 
partner in demonstrating their common merit s. The strength of the two leads and Mr. Enters't•c l n/Sius 1i as· long ' s'pOn'Sorf!d a co mpli ca l ed lhe world has 
Linda Carlson and Richard Greene do a very direction of them , together with the alwaysdi s ring ui shed lec ture series, become, the more the p() liJical 
admirable j ob o f convey ing the strong relationship e njoyable language of Shakespeure , however,fund ed by the William H. organizers. the men who make the 
between Kate and Petruchio . Ms. Carlson's second combine lo make a good-run theat rical experi ence .Fi1zpa 1rick Chair of Politica l machines run , rnlher than define 
act portraya l is particularly apt as it must be for that The production will run at the S1udio Arena lhrough
Science. Mr . Fitzpalrick·s wher?. theY, are go ing. have taken 
to be conveyed. Mr. is exce llent 25 and may reservedbe n eficence has brought 10 over. strength Greene March ticke ts be by calling 
throughout. His voice is beautiful to lislen to and hi s 856-5650 .Buffalo such notables as lhe la1e The result or thi s change will 
former Presidenr o f the United be to ·· rorce us to do hard things do away with it. We must be responsible fo r the affi rma1ive 
States. the Honorable Harry S. wi1h our minds." Old bonds are Thomas ... vigilarlt in preventing cancerous action thro ugh unions. ..The 
Truman ~ William J . Bren.nan , Jr .. breaking: there is no more trust : reverse discrimination." co ntractor delega tedhas the 
Justice of the Supreme Cour1 . and we must lea rn 10 unders tand by cont . from page one Mr. Thomas said Nixon 's new responsibility for employing.''
Senator Edward W. Brooke. On ourse lves the enormously complex u t the persons in lhe area w110 budget chang'es and p,hilosophical And , he said , "in many cases, 
March I . J ames Reston joined the t ec hn o logy and bureau1.:racy might be em ployable. statements of self-help have no t unions are support.ive, more so 
list or no1ables, giving a speech on which shapes our lives . There are abuses to affirmalive changed the office either by than some other sources." 
"' A Political Look at 1973" before In response to a query about 
ac tion, sa id the speaker. But he policy or allocations to date . Mr. Thomas. speaking at the 
a large crowd of Canisius students the First Amendment and the noted some cries of reve rse He also no ted that the Atlanla Di stinguished Visito rs Forum 
and alumni. press, Reston stated tha t the 
disc rimination are the result of office had neve r had to resort to March I to an audience of 40
Mr. ReS1on, vice president of people distrust the press for its 
persons with hiring responsibili_ties deferral on contracts as a way o r persons, is Region 4 Directo r of
the New York Times, spoke on negativ ism , a necessary part uf its 
intentiona ll y mi sinformi ng pressuring a contractor into HEW's Office for Civil Rights. He 
the subjec t of change - in the role; the President plays on this 
persons, not wanting to tell the affirmative act io n . " The has been in that o ffice since 1966, 
coun1ry, in our relations with the distrusl ; but the people no longe r 
lruth to those they don ' t hire, and continuing federal presence" in having served earlier in various 
world , in o ther nations, in the trus t the President eilher. Thus 11~ing an excuse for not hiring the South adds lo the pressure of governmenta l positions and in 
nature of politics and people. At while the press can expect no 
more minorities. But "jus t the situation before it reaches that private practice in Washington ,comfort , it is no t in mortal 
because Ihere are abuses, we don ' t point. He also sa id contractors are D.C. and in Alabama.the center .or this change lies the danger. ·concerning the current 
President , and his effect upon the attempts to paSs a "shield" law 
postwar world. protecting newsmen's right s, Bilder ... .. . leaving ii with a bathtub ." Wisconsin. Court of Military 
There is a battle go ing· on in Reston said that newsmen will emu. from page Jive Richard B. Bilder has been Appeals and U.S. Supreme Court. 
Washington presen tly, "a battle to never gel a complete shield , and a profossor of law at the University From 1957- 65 he was an 
see whether we will be brought partial shie ld is worse than no "We are moving toward a of Wisconsin Law School since attorney on the staff of the 
back to the Lord." This st ruggle shield al all , as it defines where situation where ' freedom of the 1965. His chief area is Department of State's Ortlce of 
has been joined by the President , the press may not go as well as seas' ha s a very different international law, but he also has Legal Adviser. 
who is striving for a withdrawal •vhere ii may. ''The best shield meaning," said Pror. Bilder. He taught torts, contracts, admiralty About 50 persons attended the 
from the illusions of the past , law is the First Amendment," he no ted the United States' position and international human rights. A lecture , sponsored jo intly by 
fr o m two generations of said : a statement which law is ambivalent. The American navy , graduate of Harvard Law School , Mitchell L ec ture Serie s, 
progressivism. " You can see it in students may no t agree with. fo r example , sees itself as needing he is a member of the bars of New Distinguished Visitors Forum and 
the rhetoric of the day : if you Mr. Reston's comments were a sea to sa il on and "sees this as Jersey, District of Colubmia. the International Law Club. 
study the language and give value fairly vague, highlighted mainly HYMAN: colll. from pagefive-----------------------­
10 the individual words of the . by anecdote and a facile use o f expansive content that " liberty" it~elf on leaving bel'iind . To invoke possibility. For even with its lack 
President's various addresses since language. or the Democratic in the due process clause had "liberty" again as a basis for st rict or clear definition at this stage of 
the first of the year ... you will Party, Mr. Reslon said " the received in the latter part of the scrutiny or statu tory limitations doctrinal development , the use of 
see he is saying that we must be Democratic Party, which was nineteenth and earlier twentieth would raise the ghost of the older the privacy concept and the 
cautious about doing things ; there supposed to be so professional . centu ry, encompassing every form decisions, and a worry about the developme nt of further instances 
are limits to what we can do ." turns out to be ... a bunch of or business and business-related possibility or a revival of strict by analogy seems quite in accord 
Reston went on, describing the plumbers .... The party is now contractual activity. Under this scrutiny of all legislative action with the characteristic mode of 
process of change in China, in both a cripple and an .orphan. It is broad interpretalion of liberty, and wholesale Substitu tion of judicial reasoning, as depicted by 
Russia. in Japan, where new fighting, which Is great: it doesn ' t the Court had felt free to strike judicial for legislative policy• Edward Levi in his Introduction 
competition and cooperation are make sense but it makes news." down many kinds of state and decisions. To find the new rights to Legal Reasoning. 
radically allering the ways in Mr. Rest on was not very federal regulation of ·economic which were to be subject to strict 
whll'hnationsinteract. informative, but he was activity. This kind of in terference scrutiny under a new category of J.D. Hyman 
There . has been a personal entertaining. the Court ha, recently prided privacy would tend to avoid thal March 7, 1973 
March 15, 1973 
CQyptOqQamSP'Orts Huddle··" 
by "Kryptos" 
Each issue in t~is s~ace a short cryptogram will be presented. 
The code· employed 1s a simple one that can be "cracked" by almost 
anyone. 
No, 2 (key : I am] 
.. Xmqk ume zpumsqlkt on umk Azmoal um unbiosqqyb dmh 
ua bllitjye jpup umk wunhrwlwqkmk oq upqmozqL lzuz ybz~n lm 
ume qwJ , umn hJ_I oa ddblv wirpu uv trlbzrrhyy, ddql jyubbod, 
vb1camblo, XJdlqlkJ, ufuzmr, kdukzw, fiouh, Opq mje pfybd us opv 
umJ tvgl on umk wunkybzqn , rwj umh bwmxxmsfms khmf pj 
lcodrrvkj' yy un'!k wunuzo fcqd." 
Solution lo No, I: 
Alas, human perversity transcends the spirit of Apollo. The 
aching of Rumanian hearts for the exhilaration of human freedom will 
not be satisfied by the achievement of Apollo, Mr. Nixon's other 
tumultuous reception was in Warsaw. Back when he was 
Vice-President. How do Poles fare, ten years later? How will the 
Rumanians fare in 1979? What can we do for the Rumanians who 
cheered Mr. Nixon in 1969? As much as we have done for the Poles 
who cheered him in 1959? 
Willi~m F. Buckley, Jr., in The Governor Listeth 
The solution to No. 2 will be given next issue. If you think you have 
cracked the code send your solution to the Opinion and your name 
will be listed, 
New Building Note 
The often delayed move to Amherst has been given a 
new date according to the latest word from the 11th floor. 
It now looks like the Great Trek North will be during 
August. ll is lo be hoped that everything will be in order 
for the start of classes in September. Seeing as how the 
original occupancy date was last month, your guess is as 
good as ours as to when O'Brian Hall will house the 
Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence 
Amtowaea 
by Lucius Q. Paddlefast 
Speoial. Miss Dolly Rose, member of the senior class at 
' the Grimetown Law School, has just confided to this 
newspaper that she is quitting her studies in order to devote 
full time to selling a spectacularly successful bar review 
course. 
Miss Rose, ex-editor of the Grimetown Law Journal 
and an ex-director of the Student Association at the 
Grimetown Law School , said that she is leaving immediately 
on a cross-country tour of law schools to promote her bar 
refresher course, 
"SURE-FIRE, INC., the company represent," 
declared the diminutive Dolly, , "has put' together an 
irresistible package for senior law students who are facing a 
state bar exam. SURE-FIRE's course has been field-tested in 
six law schools in New York state, and has now reached a 
point of perfection where we are confiaent that any student 
who takes the course conscientiously cannot fail to pass his 
state bar exam, 
· "Furthermore," went on Miss Rose, •~we are ready to 
back up our assertions with guarantees, Our $500 fee gives 
enrollees an absolute guarantee that they will pass their bar 
exam, or their money is refunded in full, 
"Our fee may be somewhat higher than that of our 
principal competitor, but only SURE-FIRE offers this 
unconditional guarantee, , 
"This is such a wonderful deal that I am te,:nporanly 
sacrificing my own legal education in order, to car~r, this 
message to law students all over the country, Right on, 
Rudolf Schnitzenthaler, professor ef New York Law, 
took a dim view howeve,, of Miss Rose's departure, His 
comments were both wistful and caustic, "Ach, she was s~ch 
a good schtudent! She used to sit up right in front o,f my 
class in New York Law and take notes and laugh al my Jokes 
chust like the other seniors! To think that she was 
comparing my sage lectures with those slick SURE-FIRE 
~~! ' . 
"I don 't know if I ever can forg ive M,ss Rose for 
deserting the cause of true learning in favor of a 
pseudo-academic, ersatz gim~'ck like SURE-FIRE. 
"I caution all senior sc ~ udents remaining '!' my New 
York Law course that they s ould not heed the s,ren call of 
Dolly Rose ard her SURE-FIRE schtick. The only way to 
pass the bar exam is through blood, sweat, tears, plus a few 
laughs, all of which/ can give them!" 
' 
From the opening tap , however. Sy...:amore 
Courl beg.in to show that they were indeed for real. 
By the midway point of the first half, the Shysters 
found themselves ori the underhalf of the 
scoreboard. With two minutes left in the ha lf, the 
boys were down by 13 biggies. But thanks to the hot 
"Say ii ain't so, Stretch' " the puffy-eyed , hand of Ivan Mullan, the Shysters cut the 
seven-year-old Shyster . follower pleaded to the Sycamores' margin to a catchable eight by halftime . 
bespectacled gentle giant lowering two feet above During the halftime interlude, the Shyster 
him. Fighting back tears himself, Stretch McDivitt players were seared sharply · by their head coach, 
opened his mouth to offer some solace to the Boom Boom SolOmon. With a tongue as sh¥p as his 
ragamuffined litt le tyke. But nothing came out of• belly is round, Boom Boom accused his charges of 
the big- felJow's oral cavity. Stretch's attempt at unprintable shortcomings. Inflamed and 
verbalization drew a big zero, just as his attempts at reinvigorated by the halftime hiatus, the Shysters 
denting the scoreboard had done in the game just returned to the court determined to punish their 
completed. opponents for daring to mount such· a strong 
What Stretch couldn't convey to the little fellow challenge. 
was the painful truth that it was indeed so. The For the next seven minutes, the sell-out crowd 
Shysters had finally been beaten. The setting for this of onlookers was treated to a near-perfect display of 
momentous occasion in sports history was the team basketball. With Mullan and Cheech Letro 
quarter-final round of the UB Basketball Intramural controJHng the boards and getting the outlet passes 
Championship Tournament. lo Dr. D, Roberts, the Shysters fasl-breaked the 
Having successfully withstood every challenge Sycamore Court fellows into the ground. Roberts 
thrown at them from all comers tproughout the would invariably hit Fast Eddie McCuen with 
regular season, the Shysters carried an attitude of pinpoint upcourt passes. Fast Eddie managed to 
. extreme supercilious pomposity into the playoff convert every one of these passes into points. Ry the 
rounds. What group of mere mortals could hope to time the harried Sycamore Court team could call for 
dent the Shyster's impenetrable shield of a timeout, the Shysters had forged .into a four point 
' invincibility? Who could hope to avoid abject lead . Had the game ended at this point the Shysters 
humiliation at the hands of these magnificent would have won by four points. Unfortunately, 
thoroughbreds? An illustration of the Shyster's there were still better than six minutes remaining to 
overpowering dominance over t~e rest of the field be played. '.:: 
was drawn by Alan the Greek .Snyder, who expressed Much to th_eir credit, Syca'more Court used its 
the attitude of the big rollers from Monte Carlo to timeout to regroup. The rest is history. They 
Lackawanna. '"There ain't been no surer thing since resumed control of the tempo and surged into the 
Liston-Clay . l '"m. not even putting the Shyster action lead with two and a half minutes remaining. Despite 
on the board." frantic attempts by the Shysters, the Sycamore 
The playoffs opened with the Eagle Stree t boys squad stood their ground, As the seconds ticked off 
pitted against a group of gentlemen who had named it was apparent that the Shysters stood doomed to 
themselves The Third World. The way the Shysters their first and only setback of the campaign. 
blew them off the court made their followers In the midst of the mournful Shyster dressing 
thankful that their heroes had a place to go. room, Cheech Letro alone avoided tears. Letro, who 
Sycamore Court provided the next hurdle. To had been forced out of action late in the game after 
listen to Shyster waterboy Walt Moxham tell it , suffering a kick in his loving place, vowed to lead the 
Sycamore's chances against the powerful ShySte rs Shysters back to the Promised Land . As the only 
were about as good as those of Johnny Tillitson's underclassman on this star-laden aggregation, Letro's 
making another golden record. vow seemed a bit illusory. Rumor has it that unless 
Earlier in the season, the Shysters had humbled Shyster play is offered.for credit, none of the solemn 
Sycamore Court by I5 points. Little did the Shysters grinds of the Freshman class will participate in so 
know, however, that Sycamore coach A:I Skanderet frivolous a pasttime. 
(sic) had searched the playground of Buffalo and had 
come up with two ringers lo add lo his already SPORTS BRIEFS: 
talented squad. This blatant breach of coachly ethics 
was graciously overlooked by the supremely Watch for the first annual Alfreda Slominski 
confident Shyster management. As Shyster director Bowling Tournament. Details as to time , place and 
of player personne l Ario Katz smugly opined, "They dale have yet to be worked out completely but 
could bring in Dr. Hook and his entire medicine hopes are that the balls will be rolling shortly after 
show and my boys would still smother those scum Spring Vacation. 
suckers." 
by Douglas G, Roberts 
Sycamore Knicks Cl,inch Title 
powerhouses: the People and the Shysters. This the 
by Skip Hunter "Knicks" did with great success. 
With 4: 18 left in the second qualifying roun"d of 
The Sycamore Knicks continued ~to prove that the championship tournament. Coach Dick Maigret 
there's no place like first place as they crippled the of the "People" look center Mark "Harpo" Mahoney 
Pacers 87-72 Thursday night in Clark Hall Gym to out of the game. But there were no groans because 
clinch the I 973 IM basketball championship al UB. Mahoney was simply in his usual, embarrassing foul 
The "Knicks" shot 56,3 percent the first half "trouble. 
and wound up with a game percentage of61.5 after Yes, it was foul trouble again. But it was the 
an even better second half(66,7 percent), greatest basketball game young Harpo has played as 
"Everybody in the box score had a part in the a member of the "People," and most of the three 
victory," Coach Al Scandrett said. "It was ;t good fans present al courtside gave the 5-9 star a standing 
game for us and a good effort on everybody's part." ovation. · 
The only law ·school member on the "Knicks" Beside Mahoney's stunning exhibition of 
squad is senior Richard Clark. Clark led the winners splendid body control, junior forward Brian Miga 
with 22 points and helped the "Knicks" open up scored 8 points and bewildered the "Knicks" on the 
their lead in the first half by scoring IO straight backboards, pulling down an unbelievable I rebound 
points, "We were always in command," Clark said, and snuffing two shots, as the Sycamore Knicks ran 
"We sort of clasted al the end, and as a result they the People into the streets - virtually naked - with 
started catching up." an 86-22 stripping, , ' 
The Pacers almost challenged the '' Knicks'' as The first half in the ·quarter final roundsaw the 
they eroded a 22 point lead down to eleven points " Knicks;• keep the outcome in question as they 
81 :70 with 2: I 5 lefl to play in the game, traded baskets wit,h the Shysters and found 
But, by that time , they had us~d their fast break themselves up by only one al halftime, 31-30, 
effectively to put the game away. Many of their Moslly responsible for the Shystei~s one point 
breaks came off of stea ls which usually ended up deficit was center Ed McEwan, who was shooting 6-7 
with an easy layup. from the field and one shot from the foul line for 13 
" We made them turn the ball over at ~rucial points. 
times," Clark said. "That 's why the number of But after the second half whistle blew, the 
rebounds was so low." powerful .. Kilicks" reasserted their height, strength 
However, en route to their IM championship, and speed, and came back strong lo win by a score 
the 11 Knicks " had to conteQd with two law school of 70-56, 
BullETiN BoARd 
ST ATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW. YORK AT BUFFALO 
Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence 
SUMMER SESSION 1973 - June 4 to July 30 
The summer session schedule has been posted . by signing the appro priate listin g for the various 
Please note th at the summer session is from June 4 co urses. 
to Jul y 30 and will be held at the Prudential Building 
and Eagle Stree t. You ca n pick up the fo rm at Shirl ey's office, 
We are requesling that students give us an and ret urn it to her office with in the next few 
indica ti on of the courses lhey intend to register fo r weeks. 
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY. THU RSDAY FR IDAY 
10:20 c.;RAT 
P. l _ __ TRANS 
l'ONTRAC'TS fo y« 
__ flo:mi!IJ •l:JO• • _ 
111 :00 11.10 t,;RAT TRANS 
1140 P. J 1<>FC 
1,1.. 10:JO-ll cJO __ ,_, 
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SUMM ER INSTITlJTE IN CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION 
others. S1uden1 s elec t 10 participate in two programs 
The Universi ly of Denver Co ll ege of Law is under the supervision of lhe Co ll ege of Law's reg ular 
offering its third ann ual Summer Institute in Clinica l and clinica l facu lty. 
Und er Colorado Statute and Supreme Court 
Rule, second and thi rd year law students may 
repre se n1 indigenl clie nt s in civil and criminal cases 
..as if•lice nscd to practice'' in municipa l, co unl y and 
di stric t co urts throughou t the state of Colorado. 
Under the auspices of the Clin ica l Education 
Progra m, studen ts handle their own cases from the 
interviewing stage th rough !rial , and appear. as 
co unsel of record. Classroom discussion and ana lysis 
are an integral part of the clinical ex·perience . 
Persons desiring further info rmation concerning 
this Summ er Institute · please write to: The 
University of Denver College of Law, Clin ica l 
Educa tion Program, 209 J6th St., Suite 200, Denver, 
by Earl Carrel 
The 11th Annual Law School Alumni Dinner was held 
last Friday (March 9) at the Buffalo Athletic Club. A good 
turnout.saw diplomas awarded to 15 February graduates and 
witnessed the presentation of three Distinguished Alumni 
Awards to Judge Frank J. Luchowski, '37, Clarence Runals, 
'15 , and the late Samuel Battaglia, '27. UB Executive Vice 
President Albert Somit handed out the diplomas and 
Associate Judge of the Court of Appeals Matthew J . Jasen 
presen ted the awards. 
It was very gratifying to see the large number of 
students in attenda nce at the dinner. For this we must thank 
some of the more generous alumni and local firms who 
bought ex tra tickets and had them distributed to the leaders 
of various student organizatio ns. 
At las t count there were only 23 1 paid members of the 
Alumni Association. This has got to be disa ppointing in view 
of the number of attorneys in the Buffa lo area, most of 
whom are UB gradua tes. To those of you out there who 
receive the Opinion but who are not members of the Law 
School Alumni Association, we urge you to send your 
$ I0.00 membership dues to: · 
Law School Alumni Association 
77 W. Eagle Street 






Legal Education beginning June 11. 1973. The 
Institute will be an intensive ten week course, 
offered as part of the regular summer curriculum , for 
which the University of Denver awards five quai-ter 
hours of credit. Credit is conditioned upon 
acceptan ce of each participa nt's law schoo l. 
Arranging fo r tranfe r of such credits will be the 
responsi bility of the individual student. 
The University of Denver has.developed one of 
the mos t extensive clinical education programs in the 
country and has found ii has offered out-of- :.tale 
students wh o participated in the last two years an 
exci ting and stimuJaling experience. This summer, 
internships •will be offered in such areas as criminal 
law, family law, juvenile law, environment al law, and Colorado 80202, (303) 753-3 193. 
Turn of the Screw 
by Ian DeWaal 
The Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence in 
conjunction with the Division of Continuing 
Education will offer a series of lect ures on 
"Cont inuing Legal Education" on Tuesday evenings 
from Apri l 3 th rough May B. 1973. Beginning at 
7:00 p.m. , the two-hour lectures will be open to 
interested law students on a space available basis. 
Topics fo r the weekly sessions in order, include : 
.. Recent Developments Affecting the Esta te Planning 
for the Owner of a Closely Held Building'"; '"The 
Matrimo ni a l Lawyer as Conciliator'': "The 
Nationaliza tion of Fundamental Legal Rights Based 
Upon the Firs! Amendmenf' ; "Personal Bankruptcy 
Issues"'; '"Representing the Mentally Disabled 
Client" ; and "Environmental Law - New Rules of 
Standing and Problems of Proof." 
A number of studenls have still failed lo pick up 
their schedule cards on 1he 11 lh floor of the 
Prudent iul Building. The SARA computer has been 
known to make insipid errors in the processing of 
class sched ules. Studen ts who are 11 01 properl y 
registered and on class lists at the end 'Of the 
semester may have problems in receiving permission 
10 la ke the final exam in the courses they are 
improperly registered fo r. 
In addition, please note that fall semester grade 
reports are now avai lable from Shirley al Eagle 
Stree t. 
·•coffee with Committee'' hours will continue 
to be held Thursdays at I :00 p.m . in the Faculty 
Lounge. The various committees of the Law School 
are charged with fo rmulating policy proposals in 
1heir specific areas of interest. Students who wish to 
find out how; policy is made are urged to attend . The 
Chairman and Committee members will be presenl 
to answei questions at these sessions. 
Dean Mix is in the process of drafting a student 
handbook thil will di scuss the requirements for 
graduation, sch?OI policy in various areas and other 
student alla1rs concerns. Anyone who wishes to 
proof-read the first draft and make sugges tions can 
do so in the Dean's offi<::e on the 11th fl oor. 
The bidding process has been amended, the 
carpe t is in the process of being ordered , and the 
new prediction for occupancy• of John Lord O'Brien 
Hall ( the new law building) is mid-August. Associate 
Provost Greiner has termed the probabil ity of the 
move from August 6 to 24 as "high." Summe r 
school classes wi ll be held in the curren t downtown 
loca tion~ Registrat ion for the summer session will 
begin on April 30 and run to June 4, the day the 
session begins. Students are urged to register as ea rly 
as possible. 
The Fin anc ial Aid offi ce /s con tinuing lo accept , 
lale appli ca tions for financia l aid. Late applica tions 
will be considerccl fo r aid if sufficien t fundi ng is 
received . Late applica tions should be re turned as 
soon as possible as they will be considered in order 
of receipt by the Financial Aid Office. 
It is never too early to look for a house for next 
year. The yearly scramble for pri me loca tion 
residences near the main campus has begun. Also , 
the Amherst Campus area is not noled for ils 
ab undance of student-type housing. The Off Campus 
Housing Office in Goodyear Hall on the main 
campus continued to post daj ly updated lists of 
ava ilab le houses in the Buffalo area. 
Additiona lly, some · spaces will be available to 
law studenls in the dormitbries on the new campus. 
Informa tion on proced ures fo r making application 
fo r space will be available after Spring recess. 
Anyone who wishes lo make prior inquiries can do 
so by contacting Clifl Wilson, 83 1-3322. 
Finally , students who received letters asking 
them to contact Dean Mix are urged to do so 
imme diately! 
Have a pleasant vacation. 
Anthony J . Vaccaro, '58, a Buffalo attorney who gave 
up his practice for two years to go to South America as a 
missionary, died February 23, 1973. 
* * * * • 
Samuel Rosenthal, '29, of Buffalo died March 4, 1973. 
Ira S. Meiselman, '7 1, died December 15, 1972 in a 
pl~ne crash in Vermont. 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WESTERN NEW YO R K 
PROPERTIES, INC . invites 
you to inves tigate law related 
posi tions in Real Estate Sales. 
Sophomores can , earn up to 
$ 5 , 000 p e r year while 
attending school if they work 
full time during the summer 
recess and part time during the 
sc h oo l year . Full time 
individuals c an ear n 
sub sta nti all y more. 
WESTERN 
NEW YORK PROPERTIES, INC. 
Boulevard M11tl ML Realtor 
837-0211 
CORRECTION 
The December 7, 1972 issue of 
the Opinion was incorrect ly 
numbered 9. It should have been 
5. 
CORRECTION 
The credit line on las t issue's 
smoking ar ticle should have read 
"Reprinted with permission from 
The National Observer, copyright 
Dow Jones & Company. Inc. 
1972." 
Classified 
Miles, Mahler, Mahavisnu and 
Mo nk . "The rmopy lae" still 
perfonhs at the Blacksmith Shop , 
1375 Delaware. Saturdays, 10:30 
- 2:30. Art , art music, and arty 
cuisine. 
STUDENTS ... invest in li fe insurance 
.. . now ... while your premium rate 
is low! 
New York Life Insurance Company 
Life , Health and Group Insurance 
Annuities Pe.nsion Plans 
Lucian C. Parlato, C.L.U. 
Suite 2510, Main Place · 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14202 
Bus. 852-3446 
Res. 832-7886 
